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 As a Latin-jazz composer-performer, Paulina Vega becomes the mistress of a rich married man. For the child she has given
him, a strong love, a perfect future … but in the end he is unable to satisfy her: “It’s not that I am hungry for that kind of love,”

she explains. “I like the kind of love that comes along.” I already said that if there’s going to be a short, fat, or bald female
protagonist in a film, it’s likely to be Argentina, and if there’s going to be a short, fat, or bald man protagonist, he’s likely to be
Brazilian, since a male protagonist in a movie is less interesting than a female one in our patriarchal culture. I just wanted to

inform you of the existence of the following films that have a female protagonist (not the male one, in which the protagonist is a
character, a stand-in, a non-player, a default; I’m talking about the female protagonist). I also will not be mentioning any movies,

which, although produced in the last ten years, are still not available for sale in most of the countries that I live in, and that I
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don’t even know whether they exist or not. So, without further ado, here are the list of five Argentine films that have a female
protagonist. “Sara,” 2010 “Sara” tells the story of Sara, a twelve-year-old girl, who lives in a big city. This city is called “Nueva
York,” and it is a city like any other: there are shabby buildings, burning garbage cans, subway stations, and many other things
that distinguish it from other cities, but everything else is pretty much the same as in other big cities. Sara’s mother works as a

nanny, and her father is a “pharmacia,” that is, a pharmacist who works at a “chemist’s” —in other words, he works at a grocery
store. One day, a bunch of thugs drive to the city in a truck, and they open fire in the apartment that Sara lives in. A bullet hits

her mother’s arm and the thugs run away. In order to be able to enter the hospital, Sara needs to carry 82157476af
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